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About This Game

** Added by publisher: Development is currently on-hold. As detailed in a Steam community forum post in 2018, the
one-man development person suffered a head injury and is yet to return to working on Rogue System. Obviously a

purchase at this time is for the experience as it currently stands. **

Rogue System's goal is to depict the possibilities of space exploration and combat within a realistic environment--choosing not
to ignore the "science" in science-fiction. Key features do/will include proper orbital mechanics for all objects in space; detailed

ship system control, functionality, inter-dependency and damage reaction; and the ability to move freely from one ship to
another, EVA, and effect repairs while in flight.

Rogue System’s Core Module (CM) will be a complete campaign-driven sim on its own. It utilizes both dynamic as well as
scripted missions to allow for greater replay-ability while telling an intriguing story.

Finally, Rogue System is fully moddable, allowing both DCI as well as the sim’s community to add new ships, missions, and
even campaigns.

Later, Extension Modules (EM) will add even more gameplay.
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\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing amazing!!!. Mutate is a strange game. It feels really unpolished. The game isn't terrible, and for
the price, it is quite honest, but I can not recommend it, as it does not feel to me like a finished product. I would recommend
that the developer switches to early access, and polishes the game over time, increasing the price as it gets more enjoyable. The
current idea isn't bad however, and it is playable, but it feels like a free flash game straight from kongregate.

Get it if you are curious, but I consider this title to be sub-par, as it is..
 Summary:
One of the unsung heroes of 2015, Gravity Ghost sets the mood for a touching story and yet backs it up with some nice
gameplay that uses gravity rather well. The game has a strong visual aesthetic that seemingly uses southwestern USA influences
(Pueblo?) that draws your attention but never distracts from the gameplay at hand. It's complemented by a haunting sound track
that's not depressing, but fits the themes that the game is going for. The gameplay can be entertaining and frustrating at the same
time: it definitely opens up once you get the float\/dive mechanics to get more control over your character, and the use of both
of those mechanics to whip yourself around the planets can be good old fashioned fun: even if it may have frustration for some
precision you will need. It's a game that won't wow you on gameplay, but will wow you on charm instead, and it's a shame that
the game was exploited in terms of scammers\/people posing as youtubers (in a black market key investigation), because the
game is a memorable one that may stick with those that have had people in their lives recently pass on. It's definitely worth
picking up if you like stories with heart, and want some gameplay to boot.

 Gameplay Footage and Video Review (part of a collection video): https:\/\/youtu.be\/mZnKPYCM5nk?t=598

 Lists:
+:

 A touching story about loss and acceptance that pulls on the heartstrings. Good writing and voice acting helps
to set the mood, but it's also not overly sappy as well.

 Strong visual aesthetic that is unlike a lot of games out there. Has a child like feel to it and yet hits some heavy
themes, but strong use of color is what stands out here.

 A haunting soundtrack that fits the themes here, and yet isn't depressing surprisingly. Feels appropriate at
every turn.

 Core gravity mechanics are fun to just whip yourself around with not a care in the world. I'd make a joke
about whipping your hair back and forth here, but let's be honest that meme is dead.

 Honestly, it's one of those things where you may not make any progress in game, but you can have the time of
your life just floating around the map.

 Good addition of alternate mechanics like terraforming that are introduced at the right time to keep gameplay
fresh.

 It deserves mention that the developers seemed to have their hearts in the right place with the initial offer of a
copy for friends, and even though they were scammed and hurt by people wanting to make a profit, still kept a
positive outlook on things.
-:

 Do wish there was a timer to register how fast you could do a level. It does have a skill element that has
me which for leaderboard functionality, for once.

 When re-recording this, wish there was a easy way to record cutscenes. I know that seems like a
youtuber complaining, but with some of the touching cutscenes here, it would be nice to be able to replay
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them easily.

 Lacking some basic options. Like the ability to mute the sound within the game. Actually, no options
whatsoever. . Since I've actually waited and tested the pack, my review will be much easier to point out.
We'll start with the weapons.

X-Bow:
Nothing really special, just a crossbow
Since they just came out, OVKL is probably going to update to merge attachments.
(A little lazy, if you ask me.)
Plainsrider bow without the charge, pretty much, just with less ammo, which is assumed for a secondary
weapon.

Pros:
-No Charge
-Same concealment as bow
-Poision shots (Good to stun, and be a grinder \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.)
Cons:
-Doesn't shoot very far
-BS Attachments

Lebensauger .308:
This has got to be the most unusual sniper.
It's a little odd to handle, but with a ton of ammo, and low concealment, who cares?
If you aim a little up and to the right of your enemy, sure enough, you'll land a hit than aiming directly.

Pros:
-Lots of ammo
-Deadly, if mastered
-Concealment is amazing
Cons:
-Wonky aiming
-Takes up a good chunk of the screen

Vector SMG:
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO

Pros:
-Single fire is solid
Cons:
-Medium ammo
-Fast fire rate
-Pretty slow reload
-Pretty weak

Empty Palm Kata:
Your fists.
That's it.

Kunai:
This is actually a good replacement for the shank.

Pros:
-Poison tip
-Highest concealment
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-Pretty solid small knife damage
Cons:
None

Sai:
Basically a dagger.
not much to say on this.

Claws:
This one is new and different, but works like OVKL Boxing gloves, kinda,
Pros:
-Solid damage
Cons:
-highly impractical
-Can this be any louder?

Shuriken:
Finally, a throwable that doesn't give your position away!

Pros:
-Poison tipped
-10 to start with
-Quite deadly
-Can be picked back up like arrows
-Stealth throwable
Cons:
-TERRIBLE AIMING

The masks are okay, simply put:
-Slicer mask: Shredder and Hayabusa combo, pretty neat
-Kuro Zukin (Ninja hood): Pretty solid
-Shirai (Metal mask): Cool looking, hard to customize.
-Kage: Basically in the Noh Kabuki mask family, an evil mask demon, quite fitting, for mask wearing
heisters.

Overall the achievements aren't HARD, they're just tedious.
I got them within the first hour of the pack coming out.

Masks:7\/10
SMG:2\/10
Sniper:8.5\/10
Hands: No rating
Kunai:9\/10
X-bow:5\/10
Sai:3\/10
Claws:WTF\/10 (1\/10)
Shuriken:7.5\/10
Achievements:1\/10

Overall: 5\/10

Let someone else buy it for you, or get it during a sale.. When you are buying a blueprint for 4 weapon
parts and you get a weapon you dont like, you delete it for a weapon part.
But then you are losing 3 weapon parts. To fix this I think it should be added a new and different
currency you get for deleting weapon or armor. Because then you are not losing anything, you just
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trading it with an other thing.. The best part of the series.. A fun little casual puzzler. Good to pick up
and play when you're in the mood for a quick game, or a mild brain teaser. It plays a little like a pipe
puzzle game. Gets more difficult later on, with more advanced enemies, and has a quirky story. It's a
good buy, especially if you can find it on sale.
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Pros: the game has a nice intro level with relaxing harp music and an ominous heavy breathing sound from one of the monsters.
So it had an impact on me straight away! The gameplay itself is lively if a tad simplistic (it is certainly an "arcade" game).
Graphics are good and I felt no sickness playing it through the Rift. Cons: though you can play it with the Touch controllers
there is a limit to what you can do (for example you cannot pick up weapons or throw objects). And there is no save game
option, though given the arcade nature of the game this may be acceptable. Overall a decent VR game for the money.. Some
problem with subtitle
The subtitle would overpal in 1080P full screen, The voice is Russian and it is important to watch the subtitle if you are not a
Russian.

It is hard to distinguish blue ball and dark blue ball, I tried over 5 times but I failed everytime because i don't know which one is
dark blue.... Love the work you are putting into those games keep the good work up <3. Game Simulator fails at being what it
states it is....a simulator.....heres why. For one the games are incredibly hard and frustrating, I should, as a gamer be able to
easily clear them...secondly why are the food pick ups in the game within the game...they should be in the "real world" where
perhaps for food you have to call for pizza and wait, for the drink you have to hobble to the fridge....missed opportunity for this
game. Overall very unrealistic.....well only realistic part is that its a console peasant starving and playing crappy games :). Great
game, brings back lots of memories. Download the modm8 here to fly the AI helicopters and a few more, you need to use
wayback machine though: http:\/\/www.quantumhammer.com\/simwarrior\/gunship\/utilities\/gsmodm8v3.exe. A really easy
and boring game. Just glitch yourself trough the people and walk to the right.
Not worth any money.. The game definitely came as advertised: guns, ducks, explosions. Packing around an hour of content in
the current build of the game (which the developer indicated in the discussions is subject to change, as new content may be
added), the price is very fitting. A love letter to Duck Hunt (duh), and arcade shooters as a whole, Duckpocalypse is a pretty
easy reccomendation for Vive owners, for a few bucks you get a fun, memorable arcade shooter with a great sense of humor. Be
warned though that, at least in the current build, the game may get rather repetitive if you aren't hunting down those
achievements!
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